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1. INTRODUCTION : 

 In recent years, the items linked to the internet are increasing on a continuous basis, thereby providing the IoT 
downscales with a social structure for IoT visibility and ensuring navigation among objects. Several research attention 

has been drawn to the application of social interactions with the IoT systems. Existing works emphasize on 

connections between humans and objects while others find only the relationships between person and person. 
Although others take advantage of current social networking sites and combine them with IoT. 

 SIoT system is dealt with numerous challenges that degrade its performance quality. They need to be 

supported by certain prerequisites for enhancing their applicability and usability across extremely diverse application 
Domains of SIoT. Improved service provisioning by social Relationships some forms of fundamental social 

relationships between objects to effectively discover services. It does not therefore accept the complex creation of 

novel relationships within social objects’ network. Since few applications having automated service functions need 

dynamic objects’ selection. Thus, objects must gain the capability to analyze novel interconnection relationships with 
other objects in network. The Wireless sensor network nodes are very small in nature and capable of sensing, 

collecting, and spreading information. 

 

2. BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW: 

 SLP in WSN is characterized as a source wishing to transmit information to a base station (BS) while 

maintaining its location's privacy[1]. The location privacy in WSN is a phantom routing proposed by ozturk et al.[2] 

(enhanced by kamat et al.[3]), wherein the message routing comprises two stages: i.e. in first stage, a directed random 
walk of h steps follows, and in second stage, the message will be routed to BS through one direction or by flooding.  

 The classification of privacy problems of WSNs are content-oriented and   contextual-oriented problems. 

Through encryption and authentication, the challenges of Content -oriented can be addressed. 
 Location privacy requires anonymity the location of a node, which is a contextual problem in WSNs [2]. 

 Yao et al. [4] proposed a method for SLP in WSN, by considering the ring concept, wherein it was assumed 

that group of nodes are having identical distance to BS. Further, message was passed to a ring first then traveled 
towards a fixed direction. Then again routed through another random ring and the message finally reach to the base 

station. 

 The enhanced MHT-Leach protocol was proposed by emad et al., [9] for transmitting sensor information to 

BS through an infinite number of levels.  The period of every stage was divided into two thereby implying that 
network life cycle was splitted into rounds. Every round comprised three main phases: namely Initial, Announcement 

and Routing phase. Furthermore, the clusters were generated in initial phase through the similar method employed in 

the Leach protocol. Then network's Ch’s was selected and remaining sensor nodes were  linked to their clusters. 

Abstract: Social Internet of Things (SIoT) is a rapidly changing technology that emanates from the Internet of 

Things (IoT). Recently, SIoT has turned out to be the focus of numerous intelligent research activities although it 

ensures decentralized networks for trillions of interconnected artifacts and promotes fascinating new 
applications. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is basically a multi-hop, independent network comprising several 

sensor nodes. Depending on sensor nodes characteristics, Source location privacy (SLP) is considered to be a 

challenging issue for WSN. This paper aims to address and examine data privacy models of the source-location 
in a SIoT, related Wireless Sensor Network. This paper emphasizes on the basic routing techniques employed in 

WSNs. 
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Fig.1 Privacy in WSN 

 
  In this paper, we strategize to extend the WSN life and boost its performance. Hence a novel  general 

strategy will be introduced to transmit sensor nodes deployed around BS to stages. Furthermore, it will be assumed 

that every cluster around Ch will be splitted into two levels [9]. ACO consists of a group of smart algorithms to model 
an Ant Colony's Foraging   behavior. Ants leave a material called a Pheromone on the feeding path which can be 

detected by other ants and affect their crawling path. 

 The motive of the primary ACO technique was to select the optimal path depending on ants actions in the path 
search process between their Food Source and Colony. Since then, the original aim of solving a broader variety of 

numerical problems has been diversified, resulting in several problems, depending on several aspects of ants behavior 

[10]. 

 

3. WSN ARCHITECTURE: 

 The WSN comprises numerous sensors. Sensor nodes are accountable for transmitting and gathering relevant 

information to sink node, receiving and delivering the information collected by the network to the End user 
 

 
 

Fig.2  WSN [14] 
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Fig.3 WSN Architecture 

A. Application Layer 
 This layer deals with Traffic Management and offers tools for determining positive data for the several 

applications that transform information in a proper manner. Moreover, sensor networks are organized for diverse 

applications in distinct fields like military, agriculture, medical, environmental, etc. 

B. Transport Layer 
 The layer provides traffic flow prevention and provides reliability wherein multiple Protocols are either 

upstream realistic to offer this characteristic. Nevertheless both protocols employ similar methods for detecting losses 

and restoring losses. Moreover, this layer is precisely required when system is employed to access other networks. 
Offering energy efficient recovery of reliable losses is considered to be the prominent factor that describes why TCP is 

unsuitable for WSNs. Also this layer can typically be splitted into Packet-driven, Event-based layers. This layer 

includes few practical scenarios such as STCP (sensor transmission control protocol), PORT (price-oriented reliable 
transport protocol) and PSFQ (pump slow fetch quick). 

C. Network Layer 

 The significant function of this layer is routing, it has a multitude of application dependent tasks, however in 

reality, the prime responsibilities are partial memory, power conservation, sensors and buffers that must be self-
arranged and do not contain Universal- ID. 

 The basic idea of protocol is to describe a Redundant Lane and Secure Lanes, depending on persuasive scale 

known as Metric that differs from protocol to protocol. However, existing protocols in this layer, are categorized into 
Flat routing and Hierarchical routing, or they can be divided into Time-driven, Query-driven and Event-based. 

D. Data Link Layer 

 This layer deals with Data Frame Detection multiplexing, data streams & Error management, Point-Point (or) 
Point Reliability multi-point Confirmation. 

E. Physical Layer 

 This layer has the benefit of passing bit streams over the physical medium. Furthermore, it is accountable for 

Carrier Frequency Generation, Frequency Selection, Modulation, Signal Detection and Data Encryption. 
 

4. SOURCE LOCATION PRIVACY MODELS: 

 SLP models are often employed for confirming the sensor node privacy on the communication networks. 
Random walk scheme was proposed by ozturk et al for handling SLP, wherein, on detecting an event by sensor node, 

event message will be created and sampling chooses a neighbor and passes a message. The neighbor also forwards the 

message in the same way. 

 The Directed random walk Approach (EDROW) was introduced by Tan et al. In this method, the root node 
that is near the base station forwards the packet using different paths to give better privacy to the source location, more 

of the root node to be created in the path. 

 The Phantom one-path routing was developed by Luo et al., In this method, the phantom node was initialized 
and designed to simulate. 

 The Greedy Random walk approach (GROW) was recommended by Xi et al.,. In this method, the sink was 

first initialized and the next source node generate and forward the packet in the same pattern. GROW method is 
monitored by Bloom filter to avoid the repeating cycles. 

 Another common mechanism used to provide the SLP is dummy data Source which has the limitation of 
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difficulty in identifying the real and fake congestion. 

 The Ring Based Routing (RBR) was suggested by Long et.al., In this method, the ring paths confuse the 

adversary with the location. Furthermore, network energy efficiency is balanced through this method without affecting 

system lifespan. This method is not suitable for rapid transmission of the network [5]. 

Solutions for providing SLP 

 It can be classified into distinct categories namely Geographic Routing, Random Walk, Location  

anonymization, Network coding, using dummy/fake Data sources, Delay, Separate path routing, Cyclic Entrapment, 
Cross-layer routing, limiting node detect ability, etc. 

 

5. ROUTING METHODS IN WSNS: 
 There are numerous routing procedures available for WSNs and are categorized into Flat and Data Centric 

routing, Hierarchical Routing (HR), Location- based routing (LBR).  

Flat and Data Centric routing:  

 WSNs comprise an enormous bunch of sink nodes, so it's hard to keep the Ids for each node. Data Centric and 
Flat routing method is developed to overcome these issues. In this approach the nodes operate on the basis of the 

query, which means that the node satisfies the query will be taken for forward or drop of a packets. The query message 

is initiated by the sink [6]. 
Flooding, Gossiping and Direct diffusion are the most common routing techniques used in flat and data centric 

method. 

 Flooding and Gossiping 

Two traditional methods exist for relaying information in sensor nodes, that does not employ complex routing 
schemes and topology management. As the Flooding reveals in Figure 3. Each node that receives a packet will 

transmit the same to its neighbor nodes without checking node capabilities. Till the packet is reached or till the 

maximum count of hops is reached by packet, this process will be repeated.  

However, this strategy faces few pitfalls such as: impulse, duplication, and ignorance of capital. In Gossiping, 
rather than transmitting every packet to  its adjacent components, packets will be randomly transmitted to an 

individual neighborhood selected from a neighboring table after all node capabilities have been tested. 
 

 
 

Fig.4  Flooding in WSN 

Hierarchical Rrouting(HR) 

 WSN of sensors using hierarchical model is split into different multiple clusters; one of it's nodes in each 

clusters will serve as a head-cluster. It helps to decrease the overhead routing of normal nodes. The cluster node is 
accountable for transmission to base station. Leach (Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy) Routing protocol, 

Pegasis (Power efficient gathering in sensor information system) Routing   protocol, Teen and Apteen are some of the 

widely used HR  protocols. 

. 

                                    
 

Fig.5 Classification of HR 
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 In chain-dependent routing, network nodes will be connected  through rings for transmitting information. 

Within chain a representative will be  selected for performing data collection task, like a drain. Information will be 

sent through chain, and finally to main node. The information will be aggregated during transmission process [12]. 

 All of the sensor nodes construct a logical tree in tree-based routing. Data is strongly transferred from the 
nodes on the leaf to their relatives. The root nodes send the information obtained to the root nodes of their parent 

nodes during impact. Data aggregation can be performed in every node [12]. 

 In Grid dependent topology, network is categorized into distinct grids through geography process. Generally 
Grid-dependent routing is location-aware routing. Here routing will be performed without the need of routing table 

that inturn is considered to be the prominent feature of this routing technique. All routing functions will be performed 

after the source reaches the destination location [12].  
 Moreover, Area-dependent topology is a state-of-the-art system in which those sensor networks are formed 

and act as high-level nodes in a given area. In general, these nodes facilitate the process of gathering data from ONs 

and transferring signals into the node. Furthermore, depending on load balancing needs, area density will be adjusted 

This topology is continuously used during handheld WSNs[12]. 
 

Location Based Routing (LBR) 

 WSN that uses location-based contact routing, which is often called Geographic Routing or condition-based 
protocols. By using these protocol it decreases energy usage and increases the service life of the network. 

 Geographical and energy aware routing (GEAR),Geographic adaptive fidelity (GAF),and Minimum energy 

communication network (MECN) are some of the common Routing methods in LBR [7]. 

  Gear is a protocol which is considered to be energy-conscious that chooses the neighborhood to route the 
queries to the destination. It forwards the signal to the destination region instead of a single node. Gear utilizes 

localization system or GIS (Global information system) for determining the information pertaining to the places. Gear 

minimizes delay and allows life longer[13]. 
 Each node maintains its network nodes with intelligence about location, remaining resources, position and 

energy level. Each node uses two forms of costs to enter the cluster through its nearest neighbors, i.e. estimated costs 

and realized costs. The approximate cost depends on the two variables: range from location and excess energy [13]. 
Throughout two stages, it works.Next, route packets to the region of destination.Second, distribute information in the 

field. 

Table 1. WSNs Routing protocols –    A Comparison [8] 

The following table shows the model depending on geography reduces the energy usage and tends to increase network 
time. 

 

6. PROPOSED PLAN: 

● Initially, generate a network environment and initiate the nodes and primitives of the network. 

● Then, a novel authenticated group key agreement for IoT environment will be created and develop a key 
generation using AMES  (Advanced multiple encryption system). Moreover, the suggested  AMES method is 

S.No. Routing Protocol Classification Data Delivery 

Model 

Scalability Power 

Usage 

1. Flooding Flat and  Data Centric Neighborhood 

Nodes 

Limited High 

2. Gossiping Flat and  Data Centric Neighborhood 

Nodes 

Limited High 

3. Direct Diffusion Flat and  Data Centric Neighborhood 

Nodes 

Limited Limited 

4. LEACH Hierarchical Cluster-Head & 

Base Station 

Good  Maximum 

5. PEGASIS Hierarchical Cluster-Head & 

Base Station 

Good Maximum 

6. TEEN & 

APTEEN 

Hierarchical Cluster-Head & 

Base Station 

Good  Maximum 

7. SPAN Hierarchical / Location 

Based 

Continuously  Limited Limited 

8. GEAR Location Based Continuously Limited Limited 

9. SPEED Location Based Geographical No Low 
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dependent on  Mqtt protocol and Hardy wall technique. 

● After that, authentication models interoperability will be determined and secured routing protocol by using 

agglomerative hierarchical clustering approach will be proposed. 

● Performance evaluation will be done for computation cost, Communication cost, Key generation time, Key 
verification time and session time. 

● Finally, compare the existing algorithms and proposed algorithms. 

 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK: 

 SIoT is considered to be a crucial subject owing to its object discovery, complex and huge research factors of 
interest. And an agent-based approach for developing large-scale digital environment that leverages edge computing 

and SIoT paradigms for addressing issues pertaining to interoperability and scalability. 

 Source-location privacy is important for the effective implementation of wireless sensor networks. A routing-
based system is examined first via a conventional-intermediate node. Further, two schemes pertaining to inter-

intermediate nodes are implemented.     

 We carried out simulations to test the outcomes for each of these schemes. Simulation results demonstrate that 

better efficiency with respect to latency of message delivery, energy consumption, and message delivery ratio can be 
achieved by the proposed schemes. 
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